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Introduction

火
豬

水

Hi!


It’s not every day a new writing system is born.
Emoji were developed in the late 1990s in Japan. Thanks to the spread of

computers and mobile phones, emoji have traveled to the far reaches of the globe,
and billions of them are sent across the internet every day, expressing joy, heartbreak, late-night snack cravings, and corny jokes. There are currently more than
three thousand emoji, and many more are on the way.
Developed thousands of years ago and traditionally written with brushes,
Chinese writing might seem to be a world away from the beeps and boops of online
messages, but Chinese is one of the most popular languages online. More than
eighty thousand Chinese characters are recognized in dictionaries, reflecting a long,
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diverse history of cultural evolution and writing.
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What Chinese writing and emoji have in common is that they both convey
meaning through images instead of an alphabet. Many of these images began as
literal depictions of the world, from trees and birds to fire and
water. Over time, both writing systems have evolved to suggest
more complex concepts, like “that’s lit” or “thank you.”

We brought Chinese characters, or hanzi (漢字/汉子 hànzì/
zì hon3zi6), and emoji
together because, as lovers of languages, we enjoy exploring and playing with
words. And what better way to do that than with one of the oldest living visual
writing systems in the world (Chinese) and one of the newest (emoji)? Hanmoji are
a fun way of writing Chinese characters using emoji. We call this book The Hanmoji
Handbook because it’s filled with surprising insights emoji give us into understanding Chinese characters—and it provides ways to understand the parallel lives
of these two writing systems, old and new.
We’ll begin around 1000 BCE as hanzi were first being developed, and span the
years up to today, exploring how language grows and changes, how it’s shaped by
technology, and what hanzi can teach us as we watch new languages develop. Along
the way, we’ll also learn a few dozen Chinese words and a bit about linguistics, or
the study of language.

Ready to start?
走吧 (zǒu ba/zau2
//zau2 baa1)
Let’s go!

Introducing Our Intrepid Guide
Hi! I’m Jiji. In Chinese, my name
is 彐彐, or “Snout Snout,” based
on an ancient Chinese word. I
like sniffing around books and
learning new things. I’ll be your
guide through the world of
hanmoji, sharing tips and tricks
along the way.

Name

Jiji / 彐彐

Hanmoji name
Age
Favorite color
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Favorite class
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Two
T years old (ten in human years!)
B
Boar-own
Chinese class!
C

Favorite food
Favorite activity

P
Pig-nics

Here are some photos of my friends and family!

o
Momʼs baby phot

Me and
my best
fr

iend on

My cousin Cerdo

A la t t e

vacation

- a r t s el

f ie!
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Your First Hanmoji


Pull up the emoji keyboard on your phone.

This is what it looks
like on an Apple phone.

And hereʼs what it looks
like on an Android phone.

Can’t find the
keyboard? Ask
someone for help!

Let’s take this
emoji. You would use it
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to say “tree,” right?
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What if you used two of them? That would be a few
trees, right? Maybe a forest of trees? Guess what! This
is how Chinese works, too!

This is the Chinese word for
“wood.” Kind of looks like a tree, huh?
Now, if you take two “wood” characters
and squish them together, side by side . . .

木木
you get the Chinese word for
“woods” or “forest”:

林

To remember this Chinese character, just think of it as two tree emoji bunched
together in a forest.

This is a hanmoji: a way of writing Chinese using emoji that makes it fun,
colorful, and easy to remember.
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林=
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Alphabetic versus
Logographic Languages


English uses an alphabet, a system of writing where letters or symbols

represent sounds. So do Russian, Greek, and Armenian, though they each use
different alphabets.

LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET IN . . .
English

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Russian

А Б В ГД Е Ё Ж З И Й К Л М Н О П Р С Т У Ф Х Ц Ч Ш Щ Ъ Ы Ь Э Ю Я

Greek

Α Β ΓΔ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ Ν Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω

Armenian

Ա Բ ԳԴ Ե Զ Է Ը Թ Ժ Ի Լ Խ Ծ Կ Հ Ձ Ղ Ճ Մ Յ Ն Շ Ո Չ Պ Ջ Ռ Ս Վ Տ Ր Ց Ւ Փ Ք Օ Ֆ

The Russian and Armenian alphabets
have more than thirty letters!
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With an alphabetic language, you can
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generally guess how a word is pronounced
by learning each letter and its sounds. What’s

p

i

“pee”

“eye”

g

more, all the words and ideas in those
languages are made up using combinations
of the same letters!

“jee”

Written Chinese doesn’t use an alphabet. It’s a logographic language, which
means that it uses logograms (symbols or signs) to represent words. Many people
assume Chinese characters are pure pictograms, or drawings that represent exactly
what they describe. That’s true for some words, like wood, which we talked about
earlier, but it’s not true for all words.
Moo! Look at
PICTOGRAMS!

my horns!

In Egyptian

牛

hieroglyphics,
the word for
“cat” looks like,
well, a cat.

Egyptian
Hieroglyphics

Emoji

Chinese

DID YOU KNOW? Ancient logographic languages often depicted
animals that were important to the speakers of those languages.
The tools that were available shaped the way the animals were
drawn. Sumerian, for example, was written using a blunt,
angular reed on a clay tablet, which explains why the word
hand, was often carved and molded in stucco, which explains
why the word for “snake” allows for much more detail and looks
like it came out of a square mold. Just think how different that is
compared with tapping on an animal emoji on your phone today!
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for “fish” is made up of simple, bold lines. Mayan, on the other
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The Chinese Zodiac
The Chinese zodiac is an astrological system that assigns people an animal based
on the year they’re born. Each of the twelve zodiac animals has its own personality
and characteristics, and they follow a twelve-year cycle. So if you’re a tiger, people
born twelve years after you and twelve years before you are also tigers.

If you’re a pig, like me, you’re
the last of the animals in the
twelve-year cycle.

I’m a tiger, which means I was born
three years after or nine years before
a pig, and my, my, you look tasty . . .

Match These Things!
Can you match the Sumerian, Mayan, and Traditional Chinese
characters below to the emoji zodiac on the facing page?

1

2

3

4

5

6
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虎

12

7

龍

雞
8

9

狗

10

11

12

鼠

Answers: 1. tiger; 2. monkey; 3. ox; 4. horse; 5. goat; 6. chicken;

SN A K
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7. dragon; 8. snake; 9. dog; 10. rabbit; 11. pig; 12. rat

HOR
SE

E

D
RA
G

AT
O

O

G

N
RABB

KEY

IT

MON

A Twelve-Year Cycle

CH I C
KEN

TIGE

R

The
Chinese
Zodiac
D
O

X
O

G

PIG

RAT

There Is More Than One
Chinese Language


What language do Chinese people speak? If you

said Chinese, you’re right! But which Chinese is the big
question. Here’s the thing about spoken Chinese: it refers
to many different languages—dozens, in fact—used by
people in various parts of China, today and throughout

Ten language
groups?!

history. Linguists have defined up to ten different Chinese
language groups, each of which has its own subgroups.
Some language groups sound as similar to each other as
Spanish and Italian, but some are as different from each

Why Are There So Many Chinese Languages?
Languages rarely have hard-and-fast boundaries, and sometimes the labels
we use to describe a language arenʼt exact. Take English, for example. Do you
say “mom,” “mum,” “mama,” or “mother”? These all mean the same thing,
but you might use a different word or have a different accent if you learned
your English in the United States instead of in, say, Trinidad or England.
Some linguists call different languages within a language
dialects, some call them languages, and some are
The Hanmoji HANDBOOK

inventing new words to describe these phenomena. In
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this book, we refer to the different forms of Chinese
as languages, because many of them are linguistically
distinct, and all of them have rich cultures, meanings,
histories, and traditions of their own.

other as German and Swahili, which are mutually unintelligible, or unable to be
understood between speakers. People speaking Cantonese, for example, can’t
understand people speaking Shanghainese, and vice versa.
In this book, the pronunciations appear in Mandarin Chinese—the main
language in mainland China and Taiwan, and one of the most common languages
in Singapore. We also include Cantonese—the main language in Hong Kong and
Macau, which is also spoken in mainland China’s Southeast
and in many Chinatowns around the world.

Contemporary Chinese Uses Romanization
and More Than One Chinese Writing System
Romanization is the process of expressing a writing system using the Roman
(or Latin) alphabet. There are several forms of romanization for the many
Chinese languages, and sometimes multiple romanizations for one Chinese
language. Mandarin, for example, has two main ones: Wade-Giles and Pinyin.
While there may be many forms of spoken Chinese, the two most widely
used written ones are Traditional and Simplified. This is why the written
language is so handy: people who speak different forms of Chinese can
usually understand the same words written down. Written Chinese is much
more unified than spoken Chinese because Emperor Qin introduced a standardized script for scholars, poets, and government bureaucrats to communicate with one another across all of China.
Macau. These characters have been used for hundreds of years and have barely
changed since the fifth century. Simplified characters were developed in the
1940s, ʼ50s, and ʼ60s. Theyʼre used primarily in mainland China, Singapore, and
Malaysia, and as the name implies, theyʼre simpler to write and remember.

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

Traditional characters are most commonly used in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and
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But how do dozens of spoken languages share writing systems? People simply
write the same thing but pronounce it differently.

The Many Pigs of China
WRITTEN
Traditional
Chinese

Beijing
(Mandarin)
(M

豬

CHINA

Shanghai
Shang
nghai

Guangzhou
(Cantonese)

Simplified
Chinese

Chaozho
Chaozhou

Tais
Taishan

The Hanmoji HANDBOOK

SPOKEN
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Chinese Language

Pronunciation

Place(s) of Origin

Mandarin

zhū

Northern China

Cantonese

zyu1

Guangdong Province

Teochew

de1

Chaoshan/Chaozhou

Taishanese

dzi33

Taishan

Shanghainese

tsy1

Shanghai

What’s up with the numbers and that line above the u in zhū? Some Chinese
romanization systems include numbers or marks to indicate tones, or pitches,
used to pronounce the words. We’ll talk more about tones in a few pages.

In case you’re having trouble deciding which type of spoken and written
Chinese to learn, we made a handy chart to help you figure that out:

Mandarin

Cantonese

Traditional

Youʼre into Taiwanʼs culture

You like Hong Kong movies

Chinese

and music, and you might

and pop culture. You might

have family ties there. You

want to visit or live there

like learning about language

one day and may have some

history and want to read

family ties there and/or in

classical Chinese texts.

another part of Guangdong
Province.

Simplified

Youʼre interested in the art,

You have family ties to

Chinese

culture, and news coming

Guangdong Province, might

out of mainland China. You

want to live in China, and

want to visit or work there

are not that interested in

one day and/or have family

Hong Kong culture.

ties there.

Chinese, ask them for their opinion.

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

If you have family or friends who speak
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How Chinese Characters Are
Shown in This Book
The Traditional Chinese character appears
first in bold, followed by the Simplified
Chinese character. If the Traditional and
Simplified Chinese characters are the
same, we show the character only once.

豬
猪

pig

zhū

The Hanmoji HANDBOOK

zyu1
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The English definition
appears beside the
Chinese characters.

The pronunciation is listed first
in Mandarin (Pinyin), then in
Cantonese (Jyutping).

The Chinese Language
Is Totally Tonal
mā má mǎ mà
While Chinese languages can vary



widely when spoken, one thing they
have in common is that they’re all
tonal. That means that they use pitch
in individual spoken words (similar to
the way our voices get higher at the
end of a question to indicate that it’s a
question). When you change the tone

媽 麻 馬 罵
妈 麻 马 骂
mother

hemp

horse

scold

of a word, you change its meaning.
Mandarin has four tones. The first tone is a level tone, as when calmly saying
“Yeah” in English. The second tone rises, like when you’re asking a question in
English: “What?” The third tone falls and then rises, almost like you’re asking a question and it’s being stretched: “Cooool?” The fourth tone drops sharply, like when
you’re scolding someone: “No!”
In this book, we represent Mandarin’s tones with diacritical marks, which appear
above vowels to indicate their pronunciation. These marks look like the tones:
ā sounds level
á rises

Mother scolds
the horse.

à drops straight down
In this book, we use Pinyin, a pronunciation system for
Mandarin standardized in the 1950s in mainland China that uses
letters from the English alphabet along with the tone marks above.

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

ǎ dips and rises back up

mā mà mǎ
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Cantonese has six or nine tones, depending on which romanization system you use. We will be using the Jyutping system,
which was developed by the Linguistic Society of Hong Kong in
1993 and also uses letters from the English alphabet.
It has six tones:

saam1

wun2

bun3

ngau4

naam5

min6

三 碗 半 牛 腩 麵
三 碗 半 牛 腩 面
three

bowl

and a half

beef

brisket

noodles

These six Cantonese tones are a little bit harder to tell apart than their counterparts in Mandarin. They are often called:

high
The Hanmoji HANDBOOK

level
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or
high
falling

mid

mid

low

low

low

rising

level

falling

rising

level

How to Use Pinyin and Jyutping


On the previous pages, we showed how tones are represented in the Mandarin

Pinyin and Cantonese Jyutping pronunciation systems. You probably noticed that
they both use letters from the English alphabet. But here’s the thing: many of the
English letters in Pinyin and Jyutping aren’t pronounced exactly the way they are
in English.
Here is a beginner’s guide to what the letters are supposed to sound like. Don’t
worry about memorizing everything right now—just refer back to this section as
you make your way through the book. For further study, we recommend listening
to some language-learning podcasts or taking a class with fluent Chinese speakers.
There’s really no substitute for practicing with real people when it comes to
language learning.
Did you know the pin in Pinyin means “pieced
PINYIN

together” and the yin means “sound”?

c sounds like the ts in its
i sounds like the ee in see
q sounds like the ch in chips
r sounds like an elongated r in rrribbit

x sounds like sh as in shh, no talking in the library
z sounds like the buzzy ds in lids and woods
zh sounds like the s in treasure

拼音
pīnyīn

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

ü sounds like the yu in yule
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JYUTPING

粵拼

Letters at the start of words

jyut6 ping3

c sounds like tsh
j sounds like the y in yes
n sounds like an l
ng sounds like the n in ink
z sounds like a j with a buzz
Vowels in the middle and at the end are often stretched out
a sounds like the u in cup
aa sounds like the a in father
ai sounds like the i in hi
i sounds like ee
o sounds like the o in so
u sounds like the oo in moon

The Hanmoji HANDBOOK

Letters at the end of words
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an ending k is short and guttural
an ending p is short and clipped

Another Way to Remember the Six Jyutping Tones

The six tones can also be roughly mapped to the often-sung “do-re-mifa-sol” scale that many of us learn in music class. The mapping below is
a handy shortcut for understanding how the tones sound relative to one
another and why the tones are classified as high/mid/low.

do

do

fa

sol

re

mi

fa

sol

re

mi

these two
tones slide up

together” and “sound,” Jyutping means
“pieced together” and a shorthand for
“Cantonese.”

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

Similar to how Pinyin means “pieced
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Tonal Trivia
DID YOU KNOW? Tonal languages might seem tough at
first, but theyʼre actually quite common. Approximately
70 percent of all languages are tonal. Tones are most used
in East Asia, Southeast Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa and
in Indigenous languages in Mexico.
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English

Korean

Mandarin

Navajo

Punjabi

Russian

Spanish

Thai

Zulu

Here’s a hint: There are five.

Answer: Mandarin, Navajo, Punjabi, Thai, and Zulu are tonal.
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WHICH OF THESE ARE TONAL LANGUAGES?

But There’s a Catch!
You can also have different Chinese characters with different meanings but with
the same sound (including tone)!

mù

mù

mù

muk6

muk6

muk6

木

目

牧

wood

eye, seeing

to herd

Context will help us determine
which one it is!

Really, though, English does the same thing sometimes:

Bark

bark

Same sound, different meanings.

Bark is also the outer layer of trees.

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

Bark is the sound made by a dog.
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How Chinese Characters Work


Remember, Chinese characters are considered logograms,

which means that each character usually represents a single word.
Unlike a word in an alphabetic language, a logogram doesn’t spell
out a pronunciation. It just shows you what the word is.
People generally agree that you need to know about four
thousand Chinese characters in order to read well. But does
that mean you need to memorize that many unique logograms? Not exactly. Luckily, Chinese characters reuse a lot
of the same building blocks, which makes the language that
much easier to learn and remember.
Four thousand things to remember!

Introducing the Radical
These reusable building blocks are called radicals. They can represent things or
ideas or help you with pronunciation. Radicals are often used for organizing and
classifying Chinese characters. The good news is that there are only about 217
radicals, which are used and reused across thousands of characters. The bad news
is that while some characters are made up of just radicals, others are unique logo-
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grams that don’t use any radicals or are a mix of radicals and unique logograms.
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DID YOU KNOW? The word radical and the word radish
both come from the Latin word for “root”! Etymology is
the study of words and their origins, and itʼs just as fun in
English as it is in Chinese.

The Double Life of a Radical Chinese Character
Many Chinese characters can also be used as radicals. For example, 羊 (yáng/joeng4
/
/joeng4
)
is the character for a goat or sheep, but it’s a sheep-ish radical, too. The character
for water, 水 (shuǐ/
ǐ/seoi2
/seoi2), is also a radical. As you can imagine, there are many
water-related Chinese characters that require this aqueous radical.
But some radicals, like “water,” lead a double life. They actually appear under
two different guises as building blocks in Chinese characters:

WATER

水

original character

Radicals
transform!

氵

abbreviated form
This form is often called
“three drops of water”
and usually sits on the
left side of a character.

appear a bit stretched or squashed in a Chinese character, but it doesn’t have an
alternative form.

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

The goat/sheep radical, however, does not lead such an exciting life. It may
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Let’s dive into an example using these two radicals:

水
氵

water

yáng
joeng4

shuǐ
soei2

Put them together, and the

The Hanmoji HANDBOOK

character becomes . . . “ocean.”
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洋
yáng
joeng4

羊

ocean

sheep

While it’s impossible to know from the character alone that 洋 (yáng/joeng4
/
/joeng4
)
stands for “ocean,” the two radicals inside it can give us hints about what the
character means and how to say it.

洋
氵

羊

Hint 1: Meaning

Hint 2: Pronunciation

The semantic radical

The phonetic radical

helps you understand

helps you understand how

what the word is about. In

to pronounce the word.

this case, that’s water.

In this case, that’s yang.
Sheep have nothing to do
with the ocean, but they
help us pronounce this

So to learn this character, you still have to memorize it, but there are clues to
help you along the way.

CHINESE, HANZI, AND HANMOJI

word!
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